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Fast and ecient calculations of optical responses using electromagnetic models require compu-
tational acceleration and compression techniques. A hierarchical matrix approach is adopted for
this purpose. In order to model large-scale molecular structures these methods should be applied
over wide frequency spectra. Here we introduce a novel parametric hierarchical matrix method that
allows one for a rapid construction of a wideband system representation and enables an ecient
wideband solution. We apply the developed method to the modeling of the optical response of
bacteriochorophyll tubular aggregates as found in green photosynthetic bacteria. We show that the
parametric method can provide one with the frequency and time-domain solutions for structures
of the size of 100;000 molecules, which is comparable to the size of the whole antenna complex in
a bacterium. The absorption spectrum is calculated and the signicance of electrodynamic retar-
dation eects for relatively large structures, i.e. with respect to the wavelength of light, is briey
studied.
PACS numbers:
INTRODUCTION
The prediction of optical properties is one of the main
challenges for the theoretical characterization of molec-
ular aggregates [1{4]. The complication originates in
the disorder and structural variations that span over a
broad length scale and include uctuations of monomer
transition frequencies, domain formation and variations
in the aggregate shape on the submicron scale [5{7].
The periodic lattice approximation is hardly applicable
in this case and one may need to model the complete
structure. Quantum mechanical methods, for example,
open quantum system approaches [8] or quantum me-
chanics/molecular mechanics methods [9], that became
popular recently, can characterize aggregate-light inter-
action in great details. However, the application of these
methods to large systems is constrained by the exponen-
tial complexity growth with respect to the number of
monomers composing the structure.
Aggregates of pigments molecules and uorescent dyes
possess distinct optical properties such as strong ab-
sorbance and uorescence, coherent interaction with pho-
tons, and also fast and long-range diusion of the ab-
sorbed energy among the molecules composing the ag-
gregate [1]. There are a number of examples of molecu-
lar aggregates. For instance, light-absorbing complexes
in plants and photosynthetic bacteria contain aggregates
of pigment molecules, chlorophylls and bacteriochloro-
phylls respectively [2]. Those structures, constructed
by nature, collect and process solar energy with high
eciency. Molecular aggregates can also be grown us-
ing self-assembly methods in dierent shapes including
pseudo one-dimensional chains [5] two-dimensional lms
[6] and nanoscale tubes [7, 10]. Molecular aggregates can
be combined with other photonic structures such as op-
tical cavities [3] or plasmonic nanoparticles [4]. Thus,
the interest to molecular aggregates as possible light-
processing elements grows continuously.
In this context, the classical electrodynamics approach
to molecular aggregates [11{13], where molecular exci-
tations are considered as Hertzian dipoles and quantum
properties are described by dipole polarizabilities, can be
more convenient in terms of computational eort. This
approach is similar to the quantum mechanical Green's
function method, where only vibrations of the ground
electronic state are taken into account [14]. This ap-
proximation, can be understood as a Galerkin integral
equation (IE) method, in which the trial and test func-
tions are substituted with Dirac delta distributions. Be-
sides the polynomial scaling of complexity, the approach
opens the venue for the implementation of more ecient
acceleration techniques such as the fast multipole method
(FMM) [15], the integral equation fast Fourier transform
(IE-FFT)[16] and the hierarchical matrix (H-matrix )
method [17, 18], all widely employed in computational
electromagnetics (CEM).
In this study, we introduce a characterization method
{ a parametric H-matrix method { to model the
multi-frequency electromagnetic response of large scale
molecular aggregates. The method is based on the
H-matrix approach and is applicable to a variety of struc-
tures where sweeping over a frequency spectrum is re-
quired. As an example, we apply it to calculate sta-
tionary and time dependent optical responses of tubular
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aggregates (rolls) of bacteriochlorophylls (BChls). These
are the building blocks of the light-absorbing antenna
complex { the chlorosome { in green photosynthetic bac-
teria. These rolls can consist of tens of thousands of
pigments, and combined together the total number of
pigments in the chlorosome may exceed hundred of thou-
sands. Electronic excitations in these structures propa-
gate on the femtosecond timescale [19]. Thus, modeling
the time dependent response of BChl rolls would require
hundreds of frequency domain solutions which clearly
cannot be attempted without ecient tools for frequency
sweeping. To demonstrate the eciency of the para-
metric H-matrix method, the time domain (transient)
responses of these tubular aggregates are obtained via
application of fast Fourier transform (FFT) to a wide-
band collection of frequency domain solutions.
A direct implementation of DDA[20] results in a sys-
tem of linear equations with N unknowns. The so-
lution of this system with factorization techniques re-
sults in O(N2) memory complexity and O(N3) opera-
tion complexity if direct factorization methods such LU-
factorization are used. Alternatively, if an iterative ma-
trix solution method is utilized, the operation complexity
is of order O(kN2), where k is the number of required
iterations and O(N2) is due to the complexity of a sin-
gle matrix-vector multiplication[21]. In this respect, all
acceleration techniques introduced in computational elec-
tromagnetics, provide ecient means to reduce the com-
plexity associated with the latter operation. FMM[15]
and FFT-based accelerators such as IE-FFT[16] and are
typical examples of such acceleration techniques.
More recently, H-matrix techniques, i.e. the
H-matrix and the H2-matrix method, were introduced
to reduce the computational complexity associated with
matrix-vector products resulting from the discretiza-
tion of elliptic dierential equations[17, 18]. It has
been shown that in this case the complexity scales as
O(Nlog(N)) with the size of the matrix. Banjai and
Hackbusch [22], proposed that specically tailored ver-
sion of the H2-matrix method can also recover the de-
sirable O(Nlog(N)) complexity for the discretization of
hyperbolic operators that appear, for instance, in the
solution of electrodynamic (Maxwell) equations. More-
over, H-matrices can be used for eective acceleration
of method-of-moments (MoM) solvers involving hyper-
bolic operators, provided that the problem dimensions
are not very large compared to the wavelength of the
operation[22]. The latter condition is usually satised
for molecular aggregates, as these structures are typically
smaller or comparable to optical wavelengths.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows.
In section , we review the derivation of DDA and
its application to optical response of molecular struc-
tures. Section gives a quick introduction to hierarchi-
cal matrices. In section , we introduce the parametric
H-matrix representation intended for the ecient treat-
ment of multi-frequency DDA problems. We discuss er-
rors that appear in parametric H-matrix representation
in section . In section , the developed method is used
to model optical response of BChl tubular aggregates.
Finally, we conclude our study in section .
SEMICLASSICAL DDA
In the following, arbitrary vectors in R3 are explic-
itly denoted by the ~  sign and unit vectors in R3 are
denoted by the ^  sign. Moreover, the length of the dis-
placement vector ~ r and the polarization vector ~ p is re-
spectively denoted by r and p, dropping the vector sign
~ . Also, 3-dimensional tensors, i.e. linear transforma-
tions R3 ! R3, are denoted by the    sign. According to
Maxwell's equations the electric eld at position ~ r can
be written as
~ E(~ r) =  0Lv(~ Js + ~ Jp); (1)
where 0 =
q
0
0 is the free-space impedance, 0 and 0
respectively denote the free-space electrical permittivity
and magnetic permeability, ~ Js represents the indepen-
dent current density, ~ Jp is the induced current density,
and the volumetric electrical eld integral operator is [23]
Lv(~ J) =

 |k0
Z
VJ V
  Ge(~ r;~ r0)  ~ J(r0)dV 0 +
|
k0
  L  ~ J(~ r)

:
(2)
In (2), k=
4!
p
00 is the free-space propagation con-
stant and, ~ r and ~ r0 are vectors indicating the source and
observation points respectively. Moreover, VJ denotes
the volume in which the current is nonzero while V is
an innitesimal volume enclosing the observation point.
  Ge(r;r0) is the generalized dyadic Green's function. The
tensor   L accounts for the eect of the current that resides
at the observation point. As explained in Yanghjian's
article [23],   L is obtained in the limit where volume ap-
proaches zero. In all equations we use | for imaginary
numbers. In the innitesimal dipole model, polarization
sources can be represented by Dirac delta distributions.
When observing the eld at a point away from the source,
the electrical eld can be easily obtained using the elec-
trical eld representation formula for nonsingular cases
Lv(~ J) = |k0
Z


~ J(~ r0)g(R)dv0 + |
1
k
r
Z


r0:~ J(~ r0)g(R)dv0
  |
1
k0
r
Z
@

~ J(~ r0)g(R):^ n0ds0; R=
4 j~ r  ~ r0j; (3)
where k0 = !
p
00 is the free-space wave number. On
the contrary, special care must be practiced when observ-
ing the eld at points coinciding with the sources. From
Yanghjian's derivation [23] the electric eld at all points3
including those coinciding with the location of source cur-
rents is obtained via the eld operator Lv of (2). In
Yaghjian's derivation [23], nite current densities are as-
sumed. However, a critical dierence here is that Dirac
delta distributions must be substituted into the deriva-
tion. In order to achieve this eect, one may assume V
with a uniform current density that is proportional to the
inverse of the volume while the limit of the volume is ap-
proaching zero. In(2), the rst term on right hand side is
a nonsingular integral involving the conventional dyadic
  Ge outside the singularity region and the second term is
the source dyadic   L which is determined solely from the
geometry of the principal volume chosen to exclude the
singularity of   Ge. In our case, the principal volume V
will be described as a circular cylinder in which both the
radius and volume go to zero. Therefore, the rst term
in right hand side of (2) is zero. On the other hand,
it is assumed that
R
V
~ Jp(~ r0)dV 0 remains constant while
the dimensions of the principal volume V approach zero.
This is equivalent to the assumption of a Dirac delta dis-
tribution ~ Jp=Jp^ s(~ r0). Under this assumption it is clear
that a nite source dyadic   L will not be obtained as in
the case of Yanghjian's assumption [23]. Now, accord-
ing to [23], the source dyadic of this principal volume is
  L = 1
2
  It and only has components orthogonal to the axis
of the cylinder. However, despite the innite value of the
eld at the source, the orientation of the eld will not
be changed compared to that of Yanghjian's derivation.
Thus, if this eld is tested by a vector quantity that is ori-
ented along the axis of the cylindrical dipole, the second
term in (2) will vanish. Hence, in the nal discretized
(matrix) equation which is due to the testing (colloca-
tion) of the eld at the location of individual dipoles, the
eect of the self term, i.e. the term due to testing of a
dipole's eld at the dipole itself, will not be present. On
the other hand, recall from [24] that for a dipole source R ~ JdV = |!~ p which implies ~ J = |!~ p(r) for an innites-
imal dipole. Thus, using (3), the electric eld due to a
dipole located at points other than the dipole itself is
~ Ep(~ r)=
p
40

(1 + |kr)
r2 (3^ r(^ r:^ s) ^ s)   k2^ r(^ r^ s)

g(r);
(4)
where p is the complex valued polarization intensity, ^ s is
a unit vector denoting the orientation of the dipole and
g(r) = e
 |kr
r is the scalar free-space Green's function.
Now, consider a group of dipoles where the electric
eld of each dipole can be expressed as (4). Considering
a linear regime, the resulting polarization ~ p is equal to
~ p(!) = 0  (!)~ E(!); (5)
where ~ E is the (total) electric eld on a dipole embed-
ded in a medium of dielectric constant 0 and ~ p is the
polarization of the dipole. Thus, splitting the total elec-
tric eld into internal (due to dipoles themselves) and
incident eld components, for the mth dipole one writes
~ pm = 0  m ~ Einc(~ r)j~ r=~ rm
+0  m
N X
n=1
pn
40
 
(1+|krnm)(3^ rnm (^ rnm:^ sn) ^ sn)=r2
nm
 k2^ rnm(^ rnm^ sn)

g(rnm); (6)
where ~ rm is the location of the mth dipole, rmn=
4j~ rn ~ rmj
is the Euclidean distance between the mth and the nth
dipole, ^ rmn=
4 ~ rn ~ rm
jrn rmj and ^ sm is the unit vector denoting
the orientation of the mth dipole. Moreover, one ob-
serves that the term involving rnn in (6) will be innite.
However as discussed earlier, by choosing a vector testing
function that is oriented along the ^ sm, the eect of dipole
electric eld on itself will be dropped from the equation.
Here, a testing function of the form ~ Et =  (~ r  ~ rm) ^ sm
is used as an electric eld testing function where (~ r) is
a 3-dimensional Dirac delta function satisfying
Z


f(~ r)(~ r  ~ r0)dV =

f(~ r0) ~ r0 2 

0 otherwise : (7)
Hence, multiplying both sides of(6) by ~ Et and integrating
over the volume, one obtains the nal discrete equation:
pm = 0^ sm    m ~ Einc(r)jr=rm+
0^ sm   m
N X
n=1;n6=m
pn
40
 
(1+|krnm)(3^ rnm(^ rnm:^ sn) ^ sn)=r2
nm
 k2^ rnm(^ rnm^ sn)

g(rnm): (8)
Equation (8) can be written in matrix form
ZNNPN1 = EN1 with the unknown vector P =
[p1;p2;:::;pN]T, where Pi are the complex values of
the polarization of the individual dipoles located at
r1;r2;:::;rN.
Z = [Zmn];Zmn =

1 if m = n
Qmn otherwise (9)
Qmn=
4   0
^ sm  m
40
g(rnm)

(1+|krnm)(3^ rnm(^ rnm:^ sn) ^ sn)
r2
nm
  k2^ rnm(^ rnm^ sn)

(10)
The quantum mechanical properties of the monomers
can be lumped into the tensorial complex response func-
tion   (!). In a general form,   (!) is dened as
  (!)=
1
0~
X
k
2!kj0;kj2
 
!+!k+|
k
2
 
! !k+|
k
2
^ uk^ uk; (11)4
where the sum over k runs over all excited states of the
monomer, !k is the transition frequency, k is the radia-
tive decay rate, 0;k is the transition dipole moment and
^ uk is a unit direction vector associated with the transi-
tion dipole moment between the ground state and that
of the kth state. The !k, k are considered to model the
monomer as it is in its surrounding environment. This
complex response function is nothing but the response of
the monomer to a delta function electric eld excitations
in the time domain. In (11), the !k in the denominator
is associated with the monomers' transition energy be-
tween the ground and kth state while k is the so-called
dephasing time. In (11), as we will only consider the
transition between the ground state and the rst excited
state of each monomer. The dipole moment unit vector
^ u1 coincides with the physical orientation of the dipole ^ s
or ^ sm where m labels the mth monomer in the problem.
HIERARCHICAL MATRICES
Hierarchical matrices were originally applied to reduce
the computational complexity associated with the dis-
cretization of elliptic dierential equations [17, 18]. It
has been shown that for matrices resulting from the dis-
cretization of elliptic partial dierential equations the
H-matrix method leads to the almost linear complexity
of O(N log(N)) [17, 18, 25] which is clearly advantageous
over the O(N2) complexity arising from the direct stor-
age of the matrices. Although, the favorable properties
of the H-matrix method will be lost if it is applied to
non-elliptic operators, the method still provides very de-
sirable performance in the so-called low frequency regime,
i.e. when dimensions of the physical problem are smaller
or comparable to the wavelength[22]. Owing to their
submicron dimensions, many molecular aggregates give
rise to problems that exactly t in to the low-frequency
category. The details of the H-matrix method can be
found in [17, 18, 25, 26] and will not be discussed here.
Here it suces to mention that in the H-matrix method,
matrices are hierarchically reordered and segmented into
blocks that are classied into near-eld and far-eld inter-
action blocks. The resulting near-eld interaction blocks
are stored as regular dense matrices while the far-eld
interaction blocks are stored via low rank representa-
tion. In other words, a far-eld interaction block Mmn
is decomposed into a truncated SVD-like decomposition
M  UV
y in which singular values below a certain ac-
curacy threshold are discarded. In practice, the low rank
representation consists of a left factor Amk and a right
factor Bnk satisfying M  AB
y where k  mn
m+n. The
fact that k  mn
m+n guarantees that storage and other op-
erations such as matrix-vector multiplication operations
can be handled with a signicantly reduced cost com-
pared to that of regular dense matrix representation[17].
An example of a hierarchical subdivision of DoF and the
corresponding hierarchical matrix is depicted in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 respectively. In Fig. 2 both the structure and
the achieved compression ratio dened as k m+n
mn can be
observed. As can be seen, the near diagonal part of the
matrix converts most of the self and near interactions
and has the lowest levels of compression.
The time domain solution of the problem can be ob-
tained by applying FFT to a large collection of frequency
dependent solutions. Considering that a small number of
Krylov iterations are needed for the problem solution at
each frequency, most of the computational cost will be as-
sociated with the construction of the H-matrices . Hence,
one may naturally think of interpolating the majority of
these frequency dependent H-matrices from a limited set
generated at a selected frequencies. Note that here the
term `interpolation' is used in its loose sense and shall
imply the meaning of any curve tting or parameteri-
zation technique. In the following section, an ecient
parameterization method for H-matrices is proposed.
PARAMETRIC H-matrix REPRESENTATION
Let us consider a block of the system matrix Z(mn).
We intend to build a frequency dependent characteriza-
tion of the complete system matrix. The characteristic to
our problem of interest, Z(f), is a smooth and innitely
dierentiable function, except near the frequency points
in the vicinity of the quantum mechanical resonances
of individual monomers as discussed in section . Due,
to the presence of such singularities (poles) in the fre-
quency representation of individual matrix entries, poly-
nomial interpolation or polynomial least squares curve
tting methods are not applicable. Nonetheless, a ratio-
nal function representation can eectively represent the
individual matrix entries. Such a rational function repre-
sentation can be obtained using the vector tting method
[27, 28]. Thus, if the system matrix is represented in a
dense form, the entries can be tted to rational functions
by means of the abovementioned method. Nevertheless,
for large systems the computational complexity of the
dense matrix representation is prohibitive.
Alternatively, in the H-matrix representation, two
types of blocks are present: (1) dense blocks in the form
of M used for near interactions (2) low rank (compressed)
blocks M = ABy. The dense blocks can be tted directly
into a rational function of frequency using the vector t-
ting method. On the other hand, for the low rank blocks,
the frequency parameterization cannot be directly ap-
plied to the A and By factors. In other words, direct
interpolation/parameterization of A(f) and B(f) for the
low rank blocks would result in undesirable results since
the smoothness of A(f) and B(f) is not guaranteed, al-
though the product M = ABy is known to be suciently
smooth. This is because the matrices A(f) and B(f) are
not unique, i.e. if M = ABy, so will M = (AC)(C 1By)5
for any C 2 Ckk;detC 6= 0, Cy = C 1. Further-
more, redundancies may exist between the members of
the sets fA1;A2; ;Anfg and fB1;B2; ;Bnfg that re-
spectively represent the range and the domain spaces of
the frequency dependent matrix M at a selection of fre-
quencies ff1;f2;:::;fnfg.
Suppose nf sampling frequencies are given as the key
data points for the intended parameterization and thus
the low rank representation of M using fA1;:::;Anfg and
fB1;:::;Bnfg is given. As one moves from fp to fq, the
range space of the operator M changes from Ap to Aq.
However, due to the nite dimension and the smooth fre-
quency dependence of operator M, it is expected that the
range spaces of fA1;:::;Anfg share common information.
In order to extract the potentially existing redundancies
in the set fA1;:::;Anfg, the SVD can be applied as
fAi;(mki)g !
[A1;:::;An](m
P
ki) = UL;(mm)LV
y
L;(
P
ki
P
ki);
(12)
where fAi;(mki)g is a set of range-space matrices and
the subscript L denotes its association with left factor A
in the original decomposition of M. With a desired level
of accuracy, the above SVD can be truncated and written
as
[A1;:::;An]   UL;(mkL) V
y
L;(kL
P
ki): (13)
Under the same truncation tolerance, each of the
Ai matrices can be decomposed as Ai;(mki) =
 UL;mkLV
y
L;i;(kLki), where VL;i represents the portion
of row vectors in  VL that corresponds to the construc-
tion of Ai. Applying a similar procedure to the right side
factor, fBgi, we get
2
6
4
B
y
1
. . .
By
n
3
7
5
(
P
kin)
  UR;(
P
kikR) V
y
R;(kRn): (14)
Again, each Bi matrix is written as B
y
i;(kin) 
 UR;i;(kikR) V
y
R;(kRn), where  UR;i represents the collec-
tion of row vectors in  UR corresponding to the construc-
tion of Bi. Now, one can state that
Mi   ULTi V
y
R; (15)
where
Ti;(kLkR)=
4 V
y
L;i;(kLki) UR;i;(kikR) (16)
is only a frequency dependent part in the low rank repre-
sentation of the block Mi. The Ti matrix: (1) is unique
for each frequency, and (2) it has smaller dimensions com-
pared to the matrices Mi, Ai and Bi. Thus, lending itself
to more ecient computational operations.
ERROR CONTROL
Errors in the parametric hierarchical matrix represen-
tation can be divided into two main categories: (a) trun-
cation errors and (b) parameterization errors, where the
former are associated with the low rank representations
used in the H-matrix and the latter correspond to the
parameterization (interpolation or curve tting) proce-
dure. There are no truncation errors for dense blocks.
Thus, only parameterization errors should be minimized.
For low rank blocks, however, some care must be taken
to properly control both parameterization and trunca-
tion error while imposing minimal computational costs.
For this purpose, let us consider the following parametric
representation of a low rank block M(f)
M(f) = ULLT(f)RV
y
R; (17)
where we assume that no SVD truncation has been ap-
plied to the left and right factors ULL and RV
y
R.
In order to model the truncation error, assume that
L and R represent the part of the singular value
spectrum that is eventually removed due to the low rank
representation. Also, let's assume that a T error is
introduced to the matrix T due to the parameterization.
Then, the parameterized low rank representation is
 M = UL(L   L)(T + T)(R   R)V
y
R: (18)
Assuming that all three sources of error, i.e. L, R
and T are small relative to their central values, and
applying the Frobenius norm as an error measure we can
write
jjejjF  jjLTR   LTR + LTRjjF: (19)
In (19) only terms linear in the error, i.e. lowest order
perturbations, are included and the unitary matrices, U
and Vy are discarded due to the invariance of the Frobe-
nius norm upon a unitary transformation. The upper
bound for the error, (19), can be derived using the trian-
gle inequality
jj   LTR   LTR + LTRjjF 
jjLTRjjF + jjLTRjjF + jjLTRjjF: (20)
The three terms in the above expression indicate that
there are three sources of error, two related to the trun-
cation of the left and the right factors and one coming
from the error caused by parametrization of matrix en-
tries. The truncation error contributions can be con-
trolled through proper truncation of singular values in
the left and right factors, pretty much as it is done for
the low rank blocks in non-parametric hierarchical ma-
trices. This bound serves as a convenient measure of the
accuracy of the parametric H-matrix blocks and can be
used for assessment of the success of the parametrization.6
Moreover, the LTR directly reects how the error
due to the parameterization procedure is manipulated by
the left and right factors, i.e. L and R. The immediate
consequence, however, is that not all entries in T need to
have the same level parameterization error as these en-
tries are scaled by the singular values in L and R.
Therefore, in order to control the parameterization error
in T, one needs not to directly control the error in the
individual entries Tij, but rather that of L;iiTijR;jj.
In other words, the error introduced due to the parame-
terization of the Tij entries with higher values of i and j
is less important as it will be multiplied by smaller sin-
gular values. In practice, this balances out with the more
signicant error level that is observed in the parameter-
ization error induced Tij entries with higher values of i
and j. In this light, the individual entries of the T matrix
can be observed as the modal functions from which the
matrix block M is constructed as a function of frequency.
Intuitively, one observes that the modal functions with
higher indices have more complicated behavior and thus
are more dicult to parameterize.
CHLOROSOME ROLL MODEL
It is understood that the chlorosome is composed of
multiple rolls and curved lamella structures as schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 3(a). While there are several
models for BChl packing in the aggregates [29{31], we
use the one suggested recently by Ganapathy et. al.
[31]. The lowest electronic excitation in single BChls, Qy
band, is about 1.8 eV or 435 THz with the orientation of
the transition dipole shown in Fig. 3(b). The Qy band is
separated suciently from the next transition, Qx band.
Thus, in our modeling only the lowest electronic excita-
tion is considered. According to the model [31] BChl pig-
ment molecules are arranged in concentric rings and then
stacks of these rings form a roll. The molecular transi-
tion dipoles are almost orthogonal to the radius and form
35 degrees angle with the plane of the ring. Figure 3 (c)
schematically depicts the molecular structure of one of
the rolls consisting of the bacteriochlorophyll molecules
depicted in Fig. 3(b).
To model the chlorosome response four concentric rolls
A, B, C and D with NA D = 60;80;100;120 number of
molecules per ring (see Fig. 9 for details), and n = 36
rings were constructed and their structure was com-
pared to the structures provided to us by the authors
of reference [31]. The molecular structure depicted in
Fig. 3 (c) corresponds to the innermost roll A. For tran-
sient response calculations, we selected six points (and
monomers) a   f coinciding some of the monomers in
the four-roll structure. Points a,c (d,f) are located on
the edges of the inner (outer) rolls, and points b and e
belong to the central rings of the same rolls, as shown in
Fig. 9. Clearly, the line shifts associated with the retar-
dation cannot be observed at ambient conditions, where
the resonance lines are broadened by about 50 meV due
to the structural disorder and thermal eects. However,
the role of disorder in the intensity redistribution cannot
be easily analysed and should be studied in more detail.
We illustrate the developed computational method by
modeling the optical responses of BChl roll aggregates,
contained in the chlorosome antenna complex of green
photosynthetic bacteria [32]. All results presented in this
article were obtained using a C++ code compiled with
the GNU C++ version 4:6:3 compiler on a Linux based
dual 6-core Intel Xeon 5649 workstation although the
muti-core features of the machine were not used in our
current implementation. All reported timings are based
on single-thread runs without parallelization.
Spectral analysis
As a rst step we compared the resonance spectra of
roll D in Fig. 9 simulated using the hybrid quantum-
classical formulation with that of the quantum Hamilto-
nian model [19] calculated as described in reference[33].
The hybrid model used in this article, takes the quan-
tum mechanical eects into account via the polarizabil-
ity factor of individual monomers, while the interaction
between molecules is considered within a self-consistent
linear response theory. Figure 4 shows the spectra com-
puted with both models, where the resonance frequency
of isolated monomers 1:8 eV was used as a baseline and
the linewidth was assumed to be 0.1 meV in order to re-
solve dierent resonances. The resonances of the chloro-
some aggregates are red-shifted from the monomer fre-
quency in both quantum and hybrid model in agreement
with the experimental data [32]. Apart from a frequency
shift attributed to the dierence between the quantum
and the classical model (and also due to the inclusion
of retardation eects since the quantum model only ac-
counts for the electrostatic interactions) the structures of
the computed spectra are very similar. Please note that
the dierence in the spectra obtained by means of these
models cannot be seen as a perfect red shift since larger
shifts are observed at lower frequencies.
Both electrodynamic and electrostatic formulations
have been proposed previously to study the interaction of
light with molecular aggregates [11{13]. Intuitively, when
the physical dimension of the structure is much smaller
than the wavelength of light, electrodynamic retardation
eects are expected to be insignicant. However, as the
dimensions of the structure increase and become com-
parable with the wavelength, those eects can become
more pronounced. For this purpose, we constructed an
long roll that has the same radius as roll D but length
290 nm, which is comparable to the physical length of
a chlorosome [32]. The resulting structure for this `ex-
tended roll D' consists of N = 43200 molecules. The7
obtained spectra, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, show that the retar-
dation eects can result in a sucient redistribution of
peak intensities within the aggregate especially for the
elds polarized along the roll's symmetry axis.
To examine the reliability of the parametric
H-matrix method two example problems were solved
using both the parametric H-matrix and the non-
parametric H-matrix method. As a rst example the
bacteriochlorophyll roll of Fig. 9 was excited with a
steady state plane wave and polarization intensities were
calculated as a function of the excitation frequency. The
excitation decay rate was assumed to be the same for
all monomer with equal  = 50 meV. Figure 7 shows a
quantitative agreement between the response obtained
by means of the parametric H-matrix method at 300 fre-
quencies (in the 200 THz to 800 THz band) and twenty
ve sample points obtained using the H-matrix method.
As a second example a similar comparison was done for
the 290 nm long roll, see Fig. 8, which again showed a
perfect agreement between the results.
Transient Response of Roll Aggregates
Here, the chlorosome roll of Fig. 9 is excited with ini-
tial ^ z polarized electric eld incident on monomers lo-
cated at the central ring of roll A, i.e. the innermost
roll as illustrated in Fig. 9, and the time evolution of the
polarization induced in various monomers at the points
a   f in the four-layer roll, see Fig. 9, is observed. The
time domain is constructed from a large number of fre-
quency domain solution via FFT. Thus it is natural to
use the parametric H-matrix method to rapidly produce
the required frequency response. The results presented
in this section were obtained via 350 frequency domain
solutions covering the frequency band from 0 THz to
800 THz. The parametric H-matrix is produced from
13 H-matrices evenly covering the 100 THz to 700 THz
band. Generation of each H-matrix takes about 172 sec-
onds (2236 seconds total) and the construction of the
parametric H-matrix takes another 2000 seconds. How-
ever, when the parametric H-matrix is ready, the con-
struction of each H-matrix at a given frequency only re-
quires 7 seconds. At most frequencies, very few (4 to
50) Krylov iterations are needed for the matrix solution
process and thus the computational time is mainly deter-
mined by the time spent on the construction of the sys-
tem H-matrix . Under this conguration, the parametric
H-matrix method leads to an overall speedup factor of 8
compared to the direct use of the H-matrix method. It
is worth mentioning that higher speedup factors will be
achieved when a larger number of frequency domain so-
lutions are required or when larger structures need to be
solved.
Considering the symmetric geometry of the roll and the
initial excitation similar time signatures are expected to
occur at both (top and bottom) ends of the roll. However,
comparing `d' and `e' in Fig. 10 it appears that the polar-
ization dynamics at the two ends of the chlorosome roll
is slightly dierent. This can be linked to the chiral na-
ture of the roll although a more systematic examination
of the problem is needed before denitive conclusions can
be made. Also as can be seen in Fig. 10, the responses on
the outmost sub-roll, i.e. sub-roll D, seem to have longer
lifetimes which is likely to be consequence of larger radius
of sub-roll D compared to sub-roll A.
The estimated number of molecules in the whole
chlorosome is of the order of 200;000   250;000 [32],
which is about 20 times larger that our four-layered roll
model. In order to examine the performance of the pre-
sented parametric H-matrix technique for the structures
comparable with the size of the chlorosome, we obtain
the transient response of a 2 by 4 array of rolls with a
lattice spacing of 25:5nm along both ^ x and ^ y directions.
The resulting structure consists of 103680 monomers and
thus each frequency solution involves construction and
H   compression of a 103680  103680 matrix. Similar
to section , a central ring of monomers located in roll
1 of the array is exposed to initial electrical eld along
^ z direction and then the response of the system (polar-
ization) at various monomers is presented in Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13.
Computational Statistics
The statistics presented here correspond to the 2 by
4 array problem of section . A dense matrix representa-
tion in this case will require 103680  103680  16 bytes
(approximately 160 GB) of memory and thus immedi-
ately ruled out. In a general scenario, the computa-
tional times can divided into two parts, (1) construc-
tion of the system matrix and (2) the iterative solution
of the problem. The iterative solution time is equal to
the time required for one system matrix-vector multi-
ply operation times the number of iterations needed for
the desired accuracy. Thus, the two methods have equal
performance in this part. An H-matrix representation
of the system matrix using an accuracy threshold of
 = 10 4 leads to a compressed representation of the
system that requires abtout 8GB of memory. How-
ever, the construction of the compressed H-matrix takes
65 to 70 minutes per frequency. Hence, the construc-
tion of the system H-matrix at 350 frequency points
requires 350  65  60 = 1365000 seconds. On the
other hand, using the parameterized H-matrix method,
13 H-matrices are constructed at 13 equally spaced fre-
quencies ranging from 100 THz to 700 THz and then
the parametric H-matrix is constructed from the sam-
ples. This process takes 13  65  60 seconds for the
initial H-matrices plus another 10 hours for the con-
struction of the parametric H-matrix . Thus the para-8
metric H-matrix requires a total of 86700 seconds. On
top of that, at each frequency point, the H-matrix can
be constructed from the parametric H-matrix in 80 sec-
onds leading to a speed up factor of 12. Figure 14 com-
pares the growth of the computational times associated
with the construction of the system matrix using both
H-matrix and parametric H-matrix method. The curves
depicted in Fig. 14 are the representation of two linear
equations with a considerable dierence between their
slopes and constant terms. From the gure it can be seen
that the parametric H-matrix method outperforms the
H-matrix method when the problem needs to be solved
at more than 20 frequencies.
CONCLUSION
An H-matrix acceleration method is adopted for the
classical formulation arising in the simulation of molecu-
lar aggregates. The H-matrix approach reduces the oth-
erwise O(N2) complexity that arises from direct imple-
mentation of the resulting matrix problem. Moreover, a
novel parametric H-matrix approach is introduced and
provides an ecient means for the solution of large ex-
citonic problems such as those encountered in the study
of the photosynthesis process. A tubular aggregate of
pigment molecules as used as an example to demonstrate
that the developed method can give an order of mag-
nitude acceleration in the calculations of transient re-
sponses as compared to the H-matrix approach. Further
work on a detailed characterization of the physics of this
model is in progress in our groups. Numerical experi-
ments conducted in this work verify the validity of ro-
bustness of the method. Another important advantage
of the parametric H-matrix method lies in the fact that
it can easily be used for other kernels and thus other for-
mulations including the quantum Hamiltonian method
can also be accelerated using this technique. The scope
of the applicability of the parametric H-matrix method
goes beyond the current application as it can be applied
to many other H-matrix compatible problems including
those arising from the discretization of integral opera-
tors in other elds such as acoustics, electromagnetics,
uid mechanics and fracture mechanics. Future works
will focus on enhancing the method via computer paral-
lelization. In this work, the parameterization was used
for ecient frequency sweeping, however, the approach
can potentially be applied to other types of parameter
sweeping.
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FIG. 1: DoF cluster tree for a small hierarchical matrix corre-
sponding to roll A consisting of 2160 monomers. The numbers
in the tree indicate the number of DoF associated with each
node of the tree. Each node in the tree represents a cluster
of molecules (also DoF) in the problem structure.
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FIG. 2: Compression ratio, dened as k
m+n
mn plotted for a
relatively small hierarchical matrix corresponding to roll A
consisting of 2160 monomers.11
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FIG. 3: (a) A schematic structure of the chlorosome an-
tenna in green sulfur bacteria. Tubular and curved lamella
aggregates of pigment bacteriochlorophyll molecules form an
ovoid-shaped body with characteristic size of tens to hundreds
of nanometers. (b) A bacteriochlorophyll molecule with the
orientation of the lowest transition dipole shown. (c) Packing
of BChl transition dipoles in a roll aggregate forms a collec-
tion of innitesimally small electrical dipoles.12
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FIG. 4: Frequency spectra of roll D in response to ^ z-polarized
optical eld computed using a quantum mechanical and a hy-
brid electrodynamic method. The numbers on the bottom
horizontal axis indicate the relative red shift in meV with re-
spect to the resonant frequency of the individual molecules
located at 1:8eV which is equivalent to 435THz. In the semi-
calssical results, the vertical axis shows the sum of the squared
polarization amplitudes of individual molecules. To enhance
the details the vertical axis is in log scale.
FIG. 5: Frequency spectrum of the extended roll D in re-
sponse to ^ x-polarized initial electric eld using both elec-
trostatic and electrodynamic formulation. The numbers on
the bottom horizontal axis indicate the relative red shift in
meV with respect to the resonant frequency of the individual
molecules located at 1:8eV. The vertical axis shows the sum of
the squared polarization amplitudes of individual molecules.
To enhance the details the vertical axis is in log scale.13
FIG. 6: Frequency spectrum of the extended roll D in re-
sponse to ^ z-polarized initial electric eld using both elec-
trostatic and electrodynamic formulation. The numbers on
the bottom horizontal axis indicate the relative red shift in
meV with respect to the resonant frequency of the individual
molecules located at 1:8eV. The vertical axis shows the sum of
the squared polarization amplitudes of individual molecules.
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FIG. 7: Response to plane wave excitation traveling along ^ z
and the electrical eld polarized along ^ x. In the legend, `H'
and `pH' indicate H-matrix and parametric H-matrix method
respectively. The vertical axis shows the sum of the squared
polarization amplitudes of individual molecules.
FIG. 8: Comparison of the spectral response of ex-
tended roll D structure using both H-matrix and parametric
H-matrix method. The response is due to initial eld excita-
tion along ^ z direction. The vertical axis shows the sum of the
squared polarization amplitudes of individual molecules. To
enhance the details the vertical axis is in log scale.14
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FIG. 9: Location of observation monomers in the four-layer
chlorosome roll. The letters a, b, c, d, e and f indicate the
six monomers used for the observation of the time evolution
of their polarization amplitude as depicted in Fig. 10. The
capital letters A, B, C and D correspond to the four layers
discussed in section .
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FIG. 10: Transient response (polarization amplitude) of var-
ious monomers in the four-layer roll in response to initial
^ z oriented electrical eld of amplitude 1 V/m, imposed on
monomers 1049 to 1108 located on a circular ring at the cen-
ter of the innermost roll. The alphabetical labels in the legend
correspond to the probe monomers depicted in Fig. 9.15
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FIG. 11: The 3D conguration of the 4  2 roll array. The
dotted line shows the location of the monomers exposed to
initial electrical eld.
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FIG. 12: Transient response (polarization amplitude) of var-
ious monomers in chlorosome roll number 1 in the array con-
guration illustrated in Fig. 11. The labels in the legend refer
to observation monomers depicted in Fig. 9. The response is
due to initial ^ z oriented electrical eld of amplitude 1 V/m,
imposed on monomers 1049 to 1108 located in chlorosome roll
number 1.16
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FIG. 13: Transient response (polarization amplitude) of var-
ious monomers in chlorosome roll number 8 in the array con-
guration illustrated in Fig. 11. The labels in the legend refer
to the observation monomers depicted in Fig. 9 shifted into
roll number 8. The response is due to initial ^ z oriented elec-
trical eld of amplitude 1 V/m, imposed on monomers 1049
to 1108 located in chlorosome roll number 1.
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FIG. 14: Comparison of the system matrix prepara-
tion times between the parametric and non-parametric
H-matrix methods.